
Benjamin Ranck (left) and Aaron
Kopel showcase some of the
technology used in gathering
vast amounts of information.
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I
magine a tool that would allow a business to comprehensively measure public opinion on
its products, services or even competition. Now envision doing all of this in “real time.” 

That is precisely the type of business solution innovators Aaron Kopel and Benjamin
Ranck are attempting to create with their ChatterSpikeTM system. ChatterSpike is the
flagship product of Indianapolis-based Vyante, Inc., formed by the duo in 2005. Kopel
serves as president and CEO, while Ranck heads up technology development as chief

software engineer.
Vyante received more than $300,000 of investment and grant capital in 2007 alone. It has

already established business partnerships with Microsoft, Sun Microsystems and IBM, to name a
few. The patent-pending ChatterSpike technology has generated a great deal of interest, even in
its earliest phase. Early trial users include Roche Diagnostics, Dow AgroSciences, Eli Lilly,
BioCrossroads and numerous other firms and organizations.

The technology
ChatterSpike is designed to analyze large quantities of

information from various Internet sources such as news wires,
search engines, web sites, blogs, customer reviews, government
reports, subscription services and more. Unlike traditional market
research, which can take up to two months according
to Kopel, ChatterSpike generates data in 24-hour cycles.

“Professionals in advertising, public relations and
marketing don’t currently have a tool to justify their efforts by showing impact online,” Kopel

claims. “This (ChatterSpike) is a tool that will allow them to see when an
issue pops up and how long people are talking about it in blogs, etc. It will
help them modify their efforts more quickly.”

Tiffany Sauder, president of Indianapolis-based marketing strategy firm
Element Three, agrees that a quick turnaround on information is always a plus.
“Research received in more real time is helpful for adjusting a (marketing)
strategy if it isn’t working,” she offers.

Any comprehensive approach to Internet monitoring brings the potential
threat of generating too much generic data that companies can’t use. “Some of
the really powerful web analytical tools are not great unless you have a staff to
monitor the feedback full-time,” Sauder explains.

Kopel assures that this is not the case with the ChatterSpike system. “We
are moving toward helping them (companies) understand the data generated
in five seconds or less,” he stresses. “We want it to be quick, easy and user
friendly, not more work for them.”

ChatterSpike seeks to achieve this user friendliness by using a consolidated
dashboard display to detail the quantity of information generated on selected

topics and its variations over time.
One early trial user of ChatterSpike, a restaurant specializing in burgers, observed a large

and rapid increase in the word “smoking” being more often associated with its restaurant than
its principle product, “burgers.” After indicating the abnormality, ChatterSpike traced the online
mentions, revealing a series of bloggers who were dissatisfied with what they perceived as the
restaurant’s poorly separated smoking and non-smoking sections.

“This is a good thing to know if it (the restaurant) is your business but perhaps even better
to know if you are their competitor and can steal their customers,” Ranck surmises.

Because ChatterSpike is capable of filtering by any number of terms, research on the competition
is no more difficult than research on a company’s own products and services.
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“This (competition research)
is particularly interesting for
political candidates breaking
down who got the most chatter
and where it’s coming from,”
Kopel contends. He demonstrated
for BizVoice® the system being
applied to leading presidential
candidates and revealed there
are partnerships in development
between ChatterSpike and those
wanting to utilize the system
for political research.

Both entrepreneurs envision
a future in which ChatterSpike
can make editorial judgments
and automatically tell users
whether news about their
company or their competition
is positive or negative.

“Sentiment analysis does not exist today but we see that
as the next step,” Kopel notes, adding, “It is not a trivial problem
but one that people have been trying to solve for years.”

Ranck says the technology needed for sentiment analysis
is available but needs to be further
refined.

The innovators
Both Kopel and Ranck are

intelligent, well-educated and
articulate entrepreneurs who
posses the work ethic to match
their ambitious goals.

“We went a bit backwards
from what they teach you in school,”
Kopel notes. “We started with a
cool technology and then found
a customer base and how they
might use it. We saw the problem (information overload) before
attaching it to a customer.”

Ranck graduated with honors in software engineering
from the University of Sydney in his native Australia. He worked
freelance and did consulting after college until an internal
drive prompted him to take his career to the next level.

“I wanted to get out of the corporate washer so to speak
and worked nights and weekends until we incorporated,”
Ranck explains. He is only 26 years old but he has been paid
for his computer programming abilities since he was 16.

Kopel played college football while earning a degree in
computer information systems from Wartburg College in Iowa.
He moved to Indianapolis to work for a major technology
company and earned his master’s in business administration
from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis.

A message scrawled on a dry erase board in one of Vyante’s
meeting rooms – “There will be plenty of time to sleep when you
die” – speaks volumes about the can-do attitude of these two men.

“The first year was a lot of
nights and weekends, and we
bootstrapped ourselves a bit,”
Kopel recalls.

The investors
A series of business

investments and grants have
given credence to the commercial
viability of the ChatterSpike
software.

A particularly noteworthy
investment came from a
Cincinnati-based group comprised
of former CEOs, founders of
successful companies and other
business leaders known as the
Queen City Angels (QCA).
QCA members aggressively

review emerging companies and invest their personal funds in
those they believe will be profitable in a reasonable amount of
time. Members of QCA have given Vyante their stamp of
approval in the form of a $120,000 first round investment
with an additional $300,000 guaranteed if pre-established

benchmarks are met.
Scott Avera, the lead investor

for QCA, says that unique
advantages of Vyante’s software
were important factors in entering
the investment agreement.

“Other people offer Internet
monitoring but ChatterSpike
will allow a more holistic
monitoring approach,” Avera
asserts. “We also look for
companies with leadership that
understands the full scope of
market proof. Our investment

strategy is steeped around proof of market.”
Additional capital received by Vyante is in the form of a

$100,000 Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) grant
from the National Science Foundation to explore the technical
merit and feasibility of ChatterSpike. The SBIR grant was followed
by $100,000 from the Indiana Economic Development
Corporation’s 21st Century Fund matching program.

The investments, grants, business partnerships and early
use of ChatterSpike among multiple Fortune 500 companies
all point to Vyante providing successful business solutions for
many years to come.
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Resources: Aaron Kopel and Benjamin Ranck, Vyante, at
www.vyante.com

Tiffany Sauder, Element Three, at (317) 879-9592

Scott Avera, Queen City Angels, at www.qca.com

Ranck demonstrates ChatterSpike’s ability to produce multiple data
points over established time intervals.




